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A six-degret+of-freedom (6DOF) simulation was constructed aud exercised for a Iarge 
sokr electric propulsion (SEP) vehicle operating in low Earth orbit Nominal power was 500 
kWe, with the large m a y  s k  implied. Controthability isnes, imdudmg p v i t y  gradient, 
roll maneuvering for Sun tracking, and flexible arrays, m d  flight control methods, were 
investigated. Initid kmdings ape that a SEP vehicle of this size is controllable and could be 
used for orbit raising of heavy payloads. 

L Purpose 
The research reported investigated controllability of large solar electric propulsion (SEP) systems operating in 

low W h  orbit. Controllability factors included gravity gradients and roll control requirements. This paper presents 
a status report on the work, with initial results. 

FIL htE-Od.EPC&Kl 

Large solar electric propulsion systems are one option for moving large payloads ffom low Earth orbit (LEO) to 
geosynchronous orbit (GEO) or beyond I f .  Examples of such payloads are cargo elements of a logistics system for 
supporting human lunar exploration, and very large space optical or inEared telescopes. SEP electric power levels 
for these missions may range fiom tens to hundreds of kilowatts, with correspondingly large solar arrays. Thrust 
may be provided by gridded ion or Hall thrusters; in the future other thruster candidates may become competitive. 

Some, such as the 
International Space Station ( ISS) ,  are designed to fly a gravity gradient stable or neutral attitude strategy to 
minimize the problem This strategy imposes on the ISS a need for two-axis solar array articulation so that the main 
body of the ISS remains in a local-horizontal-local-vertical (L,VLJ3) attitude. 

Another possible strategy is to control the SEP body and solar arrays to inertially face the Sun, placing thruster 
installations at the four comers of the (nominally squkre) array on two-axis gimbals. Thruster pointing controls 
gravity gradients and is directed to maximke available thrust for orbit raising. Restrictions on thruster pointing are 
applied to prevent plume impingement on the body of the vehicle. (This is a shortcoming as it will reduce the duty 
cycle of the thrusters and will reduce Isp and thrust due to thrust vector diversion ) Chemical propulsion provides 
attitude stabilization during Occultation periods. This strategy was investigated several years ago during solar power 
satellite studies. It was concluded that multi-megawatt SEP systems could be controlled for LEO-GEO transfers by 
this method. The subject SEP systems were assumed constructed on orbit; it appears these codgurations might be 
dficult for autonomous deployment. 

For a SEP, it is important to minimiZe mass in order to minimize trip time from LEO to the destination. Given 
this consideration, plus a need for autonomous dqloyment, the attitude strategy is often singlmxis  solar array 
articulation, with roll maneuvering of the SEP body around the thrust axis, to provide Sun-pointing capability. Roll 
manewen place the solar array tilt axis perpendicular to the Sun line. Arraytilt aims the array to face the Sun. This 
design and maneuver approach permits a conventional SEP arrangement with thrusters aft, payload forward, and 

~ arrays extended to the sides; deployment is relatively straightforward. However, this design does not permit gravity 
gradient stable or neutral attitude. Thrust is available for attitude control, but thrust directed to attitude control 
causes at least some reduction in performance. Roll maneuvers at relatively high roll rates may be needqi for 
prekise Sun-pointing, but some loss in preciGon may be prefemble to phiding the control zuthority for high rates. 

The SEP will at times be in Earth shadow (tyPically % hour or less) such that electric thrust power is not 
available. Battery power for main propulsion operation during shadow periods represents a significant mass penalty 
(alpha contribution = d u r a t i o d w g ] ,  typically 5 to 10 kg/kWe). The options are to provide chemical propulsion 
attitude control during shadow periods, or to permit attitude drift during these periods, with recovery when main 
power is turned on again. 

Large objects in low Earth orbit are subject to significant gravity gradient torques. 
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Large solar mays can be e, massive and &cult to deploy, or flexible, light and easier to deploy. There is 

In order to assess these issues, an existing six-degree-of-fieeclom satellite orbital simulation was modised to 
concern about the influence of flexible arrays on SEP controllability. 

model the SEEJ problem. 

IIL Mission and System Geometry; Coordinate Systems 
Requirements on the Analvsis . . ~ The SEP is in Earth orbit, and must (nominally) thrust in the direction of flight. 

If plane change is needed during the ascent, yaw steering (out of the orbit plane) may also be needed. The 06i 
must be propagated as a result of thrust, drag, and Earth oblateness effects. Gravity gradient acts on the vehicle, and 
its torque must be computed. The SEP needs to track the Sun, and catl only generate thrust when sunlit. The 
location of the Sun relative to the maneuvering SEP must be determined, as well as whether or not the SEP is in 
Earth’s shadow. The SEP coniiguration must permit three-axis control in order to execute roll maneuvers to track 
the Sun, and to mainbin control of pitch and roll. The computations must be able to deal with large attitude 
variations, especially in roll. The SEP array tilt needed to track the Sun must be determined, and tilt control 
simulated. In the flexile array case, the effects of the flexible array must also be modeled. 

This analysis starts with the SEP on standby in a low Earth orbit. To minimize drag and control requirements, 
the SEP is positioned with the solar arrays in the orbit plane and in a gravity gradient stable or neutral LVLH 
attitude. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which also shows some of the coordinate systems used. 

Coordinate Svstems . . . Analysis begins in the heliocentric system, usig ephemeris equations to locate the Earth 
according to the selected analysis start date. Since the analysis is Earth-centered, the direction of the Sun &om 
Earth, in helio coordinates, is transformed to Earth coordinates to get the Sun vector re Earth inertial coordinates. 
The orbit is initialized with altitude, eccentricity, line of nodes, inclination, argument of periapsis, and i+id + n ~ e  
-2 - ly for tbe SEP Thc local path ~ i d i i u I e  sjstcir :a ~ witr Lie SZP. he SEP has its c ; . .,. .es 
which move relative to local path coordinates according to satellite maneuvers. SEP attitude is described in terms of 
roll, pitch and yaw in that sequence. 

delivered, and the SEP returns itseK with no payload, for reuse. 
The mission is transfer fkom low Earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit and return. A payload of 50,000 kg is 

The Earth coordinate system 
is x towards spring equinox, 
z north pole, y RHCS S N  

The orbit coord- 
inate system is 
the usual. X 
points to 

-periapsis, Y 90 
deg in motion 
direction, 

The local coordinate 
system along the path is 
x flight direction, y right - 
facing in flight di.rection, 
z nadir. The satellite 
initial attitude is 90 deg 
roll (to the left or right), 
with zero array tilt, to 
place it in gravity 
gradient neutral attitude 

posigrade orbit). 
Zistheorbit 
vector 0. /: ’i 

Array tilt is 
pos 2 -> x, 
zero in x-y 
plane 

\ Satellite control strategy is roll to The initial rate-is about the z axis, 
place a m y  tili ais PSI, tilt to y->x negative with attitude as 

shown (roll -go), or x->y positiie if 
z axis points other way. orient arrays to Sun. 
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W. E s h t i q  SEF Chnracteristics; SEP Representative Description 

For this analysis I chose a 500-kWe SEP in o:der to make the control problem potentially di%cult. SEP input 
and calculated parameters are given in Table 1. The SEP alpha E; about 30 kg/kWe based on d*+y mass not including 
p~O@il~i t  wid LO’& dtmric power. h y  geometry ana &e thruster roll control oEsers were varied. Rigid 
arrays S i  to the “square riggers” of reference 2 used a widthheight ratio of 1.2. Width is in the y direction 
(transverse fiom the thrust axis) and height is along the thrust axis. A flexible deployable array used w/h 10, which 
gives it a packaged length of IO+ m compatible with typical EELV payload fairing length, and an extension length 
of 100 m (each wing). Rigid analysis of this configuration was done for comparison, The flexible array was 
assumed to be a fin-fold assembly of rigid hinged panels 2 x 20 m with % meter diameter Astromast deployable 
trusses forward and aft of the panels. Each panel is supported at two points (one fore, one aft) by the masts. First- 
mode flexible beam natural frequency was calculated based on representative mast m e s s .  Total mass per unit 
length was masts plus panels, with result 0.0018 EEZ. For simulation development, a simpler flexible structure was 
also used, a rigid panel supported by a short flexible section; this had a natural fiequency 0.0024 Hz. 

Figure 2 illustrates the 500 kWe SEP with the flexible deployable array. The tank is sized for xenon or krypton; 
with-krypton some cooling is nesded to achieve desirable densities. T h e  thrusters are on a simple deployment 
assembly to increase the roll control moment arm to +/- 5 m. Rigid body control analysis showed that in the case of 
large w h  (long narrow arrays) that +/- 2.5 m was not enough. Propulsion power processors are located close to the 
thrusters. Arrays and their deployment systems are forward of the tank. Avionics are included in the array area, 
and forward of that is the payload, assumed 5 m diameter by 10 m length. 
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Coordinate systems were described above. The siulation is run in either rigid body or flexible body mode. In 
the flexible case, additional inputs are req1-ired to describe the flexibility of thc arrays. The simulation cald:.ltes an 
&&a tensor Cir tiis S W  b d  on iiiiai di. Zxcepr Tor h e  solar arrays, point masses and o f k t s  are used for aii 
inertia contributions. In the rigid array case, array inertia contribution is computed for each wing fiom a ilat 
rectangle approximation; lateral offsets are added, and a transform of the form MA-' is used to 8ccount for array tilt. 
In the flexiile array case, array inertia is not calculated because it is simulated. (Simulation includes calculation of 
in& contrhtions.) A nomiual 1-sec time step is used. Because the large SEP is not very maneuverable, this 
appears to provide adequate fidelity. Large pitch gimbal angles (45 degrees) are permitted so that +/- pitch gimbal can exert substantial control authoity. 

In principle, this type of simulation 
is simple. calculste the parameters 
needed in the appropriate coordinate 
system, and numerically integrate the 
equations of motion. There is a lot of 
switching back and forth between 
coordinate system because changes in 
attitude rate are easiest to integrate in 
the body axis coordinate system, while 
the trmlational equations of motion 
and the quaternion need to be 
integrated in an inertial fiame. 
A wther complication is that one needs 
a control law to maintain correct 
attitude. The control law must oneat 
the solar arrays to track the Sun and 
maintain body axis o r i d o n  as 
dictated by the desired thrust vector. 

Because attitude changes can be 
large, SEP motion is cal&ed by 
integrating the quaternion that 
describes SEP attitude relative to Earth 
inertial coordinates. The quaternon is 
initialized by (1) specifying t& initial 
date (transform &om helio to Earth 
coordinates), the orbit parameten, the 
SEP initial true anomaly and initial 
attitude, (2) stepping throkgh the coordinate transforms from Earth inertial to SEF' coordinates, thus generating the 
transform matrix for Earth i n 4 a l  to SEP coordinates, and (3) extracting the initial quatemion fiom the matrix. 

The simulation begins as soon as the SEP is illuminated, the SEP is initially positioned in a feathered, gravity 
gradient stable attitude as described above. Upon illumination, tinust is switched on and the SEP begins to 
maneuver to Ml-power &tu&. Array tilt and vehicle roll occur simultaneously. Array tilt is limited to a set rate, 1 
degree per second in the cases presented. 

- VL JigidResalts - f 

The first rigid tests were without power and array motion, to test the integrator. These used a SEP codiguration 
with approximately square arrays (not the-high aspect. ratio depicted above). The SEP WG placed in its nominal 
start attitude and integrated for a few orbits. This original SEP concept was not actually gravity gradient stable in 
the start attitude, it was gravity gradient neutral. Because of large moments of iqertia about the y and z axes 
compared to the x*axis, due to the distribution 6f large masses along the x axis, the gravity gradient stable attitude b 
with the x axis vertical. Figure 3 shows simulation test results. The first case started with the SEP in normal start 
attitude, and the second with an initial yaw of about 45 degrees. The first case eventually fals out of the gravity 
gradient neutral attitude and rotates or oscillates depending on rotating motion coupling with the slightly elliptic 
orbit. The second exhibits a normal gravity gradient oscillation. 
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The next tests, &er some dehgging, simulzted powered for about oae orbit. Some adjuement of 

gains was necessary to obtain reasonable behavior. The thrust vector control laws were very ordinary, a?Atude enor 
with negative attitude rate feedback. Array tilt used an odoff  algorithm for simulated array drive at 1 degree per 
second, with a +I- 1.5 deaee deadband At t&s point th: ml@y spare m a y  was ail be5g used. Two czses a+e 
of interest: (1) during periods of occultation, no thrust is provided, and (2) during periods of occultation, chemical 
propulsion is used, but only for roil rate damping. These are shown in Figure 4. 
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On the left, command roll rate increases rapidly 

just before the vehicle goes into occultation. High 
roll rate commands occur when the vehicle is flying 
near1.i towards or nearly away from the Sun Amy 
Sun orientation is mainly handled by array tiit, so 
roll errors have little effect on power factor, and 
power factor remains high despite considerable roll 
errors. However7 upon entering Earth's shadow, 
thrust is discontinued and the high roll rate contin- 
ues unaffected by conrmanded roll rate. The vehicle 
experiences approximately a complete spurious 
revolution. To remU;e this motion, simulated 
chemical thrust was added. This thrust comes on 
whenever electric thrust is 0% and is commanded 
only by roll rate negative feedback. The high roll 
rate is therefore attenuated upon entering shadow as 
seen on the right. Upon reentering sunlight, the 
vehicle is flyhg nearly towards the Sun and another 
high roll rate occurs. There is some coupling with 
other axes and pitch and yaw excursions o m ,  
but are damped out when the high roll rate is 
discontinued. Further adjustment of axis gains 
might reduce this effect. Power factor ic relstivdi 
,33d in eitber cdse. The use OL cnemial 
propulsion, even though limited, results in 
significant propellant consumption. Figure 5 
shows a typical mass history o v s  severaI 06i. 

For comparison with flexible cases, hther 
rigid runs were made with the long, narrow W/H = 
10 array. In this case, the thruster lateral offset 
was set at +/- 5 m rather than 2.5 used for &e 
"square rigger" configuration. A 2+ day case was 
run to assess whether control could be retained 

- over a large number of orbits. Ohit altitude 
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* results are- shown in' Figure 6. Increase in Fig& 6: B&S Aft&& QRi& &se) 
eccentricity occurs because occultation is 
occurring during the apogee pass. 

vdl Flexible Array Simplation D ~ r i p t h ~  

A simplified model of a 5exible array was used to develop the flexible simulation and is reported here. Later7 a 
l l l y  flexible model will be constnictd. The simpEed model had B IO-meter section of flexible array as a "spring" 
and a 90-meter rigid section' as the "mass", as illustrated in Figure 7. The flexible section had the same mast 
stif&ess as the fitlly flexible array. This simplified array model had a calculated natural frequency, attached to a 
fixed object, of 0.0024 e. This army was attached to a rigid core body. Motion-of the array in the presence of core 
body rotationwas visllalized and modeled. Tests of the model were run to confirm the modeling before co6plete 
SEP simulations. 

v 5  He5ble Array S h d ~ o n  Tests * 

The first test did a slngle integration step ofbody roil, d e r  which the botiy was fked and the array allowed to 
respond. As shown in Figure 8, the numerically integrated response (after the usual debugging) exhibited the same 
natural fresuency as analytically predicted. 

Further tests were conducted to determine the response of the array to a constant applied body torque. The body 
begins to rotate, the flexible array iags, and torque on the rigid section of array builds cp as the flexible section is 
bent by body motion. The may undergoes an oscillation about an overall body plus array rotation. 
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Figure 7: Diagram of Rexible AmyMo&m in Response to a Roll IncmmenL Flex 
Section in 5he. Sz = 2 S3 

The frequency of this oscillation is much 
higher than that of the may attached to a rigid 
obj&. This was not anticipated, but should 
have been. The x-axis (rotational) moment o f  
berth of the ligid array section is about 20 
times that of the rigid core body. Thdore,  the 
oscillatory motion may be viewed as the rigid 
core body osdhing on the flexible spring 
sections of array, attached to a nearly fixed 
outer section of array. This motion is 
illustrated in Figure 9. The average roll 
position advances with the applied torque, and 
the instantaneous body roll Dosition oscillates 

- 
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about the average. The oscillatoq motion is 
greatly attenuated on the large rigid arfay 
section. 

Figure 8: Osci!!afion Tesf 
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E Fk&k h a y  SEIP C~,ntrd &%ad$s 

The simulated flexib1e array was then connected to the 6DQF simulation to analyze controllability of the large 
SFP. In addition to the simplification of the array flexibfity, a fhrtter simplification was added in& the flexible 

track the Sun. This means that the flexible response is always maximum, since roll motion is about the x axis. Pitch 
and yaw motions in this current simulation are small compared to roll motions. 

In the case of orbit ra i s i i  with plane change, yaw motion can be more significant, since yaw steering is 
required to change the plane. The yaw motion in that case is like a sinusoidal oscillation in yaw attitude with one 
oscillation per orbit. 

Fiewe 10 shows motions for the rigid case and the flexible case, for the same fiight conditions. Figure 11 shows 
the motion of the rigid body and the flexible array; note that the array lags as would be expected but not greatly. 
Oscillations are not present and are apparently damped out by the negative rate feedback in the ControI law. 

~ 2 5 ~ ;  S&&&GZ s-ii~j ‘US d3-k~~ ;i die X-jr pime, *lieiw &e array m y  rotates &out h e  y 10 
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Body and Amy iwooi~n 

. - . 

(1) h g e  SEP vehicles are controllable 
in low Earth orbit, at least enough so to 
perform orbit raising. The main control 
problem is roll maneuvers of large vehicles. 

(2) Use of some chemical attitude 
control propulsion during occultation 
periods may be needed. Our results were 
somewhat inconclusive and need more 
investigation. If needed, the perfonnance 
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impact will be sigoificant, due to propellant consumption at low ISP. see below regarding an anticipatory control 
scheme that couId reduce or eliminate this problem. Also note that all control problems are ameliorated with 
altitude, since the orbit period is longer and maneuver rstes are reduced. 

(3) Large flexible arrays, at least up to about 500 kWe, even with very low natural frequencies, are controllable. 
The actuators (thrusters) and attitude sensors are on a central relatively rigid body, and flexible motions of large 
mays appew as an external disturbance, which is c?ntrolIed by negative rat:: feedback. ;:, ; ;LL~K 1 uLbLers are 
fsble actuators, and even with very flexible arrays, do not introduce array attitude errors more than a few degrees. 
Electric propulsion systems do not require precise attitude control. Trajectory errors introduced by thrust vector 
errors can be cornpenwed by GN&C. Array solar-pointing attitude is only a power function, and since the power 
loss is a cosine of the attitude error, errors of a few degrees are negligible. 

XL bsues and Future Work 

Gain Tuning - Very little gain tuning was performed. Further effort could improve controllability and 

FUh Flexible Arrav: Arrav Contipration - The flexible array model was crude. A fully flexiile &ray needs to 
be modeled and simulated. Only two array configurations were tried. Concept design studies relating ease of may 
deployment and array mass versus configuration and stiflhess should be performed, with simulation of the most 
promising concepts to ensure that they are controllable and provide adequate overall flight performance. 

performance. Gains on the 3 axes were the same; variations here might prove hidid. 

.I Correct Modeling of Flexible Arrav Attitude - The flexible array was modeled as always in the 2-y plane. This 
appears to be a worst case. It is not, of course, accurate, since the array is tilted to fke the Sun. A higher fidelity 
model needs to be constructed and exercised to account for actual array attitude versus time, its actual flexible 
response to body torques applied by the thrusters, and overall influence on flight control and performarice. 

Anticipatow Controller - The typical proportional-differential controller simulated here is designed to respond 
reactively to unpredictable disturbances. Command roll-attitude in an orbit is, of course, highly predictable. In this 
situation of a large vehicle hard to maneuver, a better control system would anticipate required maneuvers, 
especially .where @gh rates are demanded, and initiate ‘response to the- anticipated requirhent before the 
requirement appears as an attitude error. Maximum rates and overshoots could be reduced, and better overall 

- - 
. 

attitude performance achieved. c * c 

Yaw Steering - Orbit raising with plane change requires yaw steering to accomplish the plane change. This 
complicates the attitude control problem by adding another degree of fieedom to required maneuvers. (The 
simulation already has all the degrees of fieedom, but attitude commands, except to control pitch and yaw at zero, 
appear only for the roll axis.) Orbit raisiig with plane change needs to be simulated to determine whether the 
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additional degree of freedom on commands leads to attitude rate coupling on the various axes. Some of this is 
observed even in the present simulation. 

Pe*omance - Orbit raiiag pefiommce \UB< eYplnrea \Fey little fiere are potent& sigpiscmt toss 
mechanisms, including off-pointing of the Sun and the thrust vector, and losses due to chemical propulsion used to 
control attitude during occultation periods. These need to be explored to obtain estimating relations and rules of 
thumb for overall performance prediction for large SEP vehicles, so that realistic performance analysis can be 
performed without necessity for detailed simulations. 

Exploration of the Analvsis Space - Finally, the b g e  and complex analysis space (all the parameters, mission 
requirements, flight conditions, configurations, etc.) was only glimpsed. First, a reasonable plan for exploration of 
the analysis space needs to be created in order to do the important exploration as economically as practicable, and to 
neglect areas of exploration without significant impact. The plan needs to be executed to the level needed to obtain 
design guidelines for SEP mission analysis and design When a specific system is designed and built, detailed 
simulation will be performed in depth for that system. What is needed now is enough work to facilitate performance 
estimates for conceptual and preliminary desigrS with reasonable confidence in results. 
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